Looks like Sally's gonna need a Stepdad Doll™ soon....
Climbing the Ranks

Dear Readers,

Boy, this production has been a wild ride. We've committed some heinous acts in the name of comedy. We forced one of our best friends to take his pants off in a cold basement so we could photoshop a dog licking peanut butter off his balls. Half of the editorial staff has thrown up multiple times in the making of this issue. We might have significantly deteriorated the health and mental well-being of our design editor. Many people would read this and say, “Gee, you guys seem like pretty bad editors.” This is a harsh but, no doubt, fair critique of our unique leadership style. “What do you have to say for yourselves,” you might ask. Our answer:

We had to fuck our way to the top.

Sure, it’s easy to judge from the outside looking in, but you don’t know the kind of fucking shit we’ve had to do to get to where we are now. Do you know how many UC administrators we had to bribe? Do you know how many dicks we had to suck in the Dwinelle men’s bathroom? Do you know how much blow we’ve had to procure for the ASUC? Do you know how many moms we had to fuck to get access to a dollhouse?

No, I guess you don’t. And you may be repulsed or disgusted by what we do (and once again, this is a fair assessment), but we do it out of love — love for comedy, for the magazine, for the staff, for our unborn children (may they live a better life than us), for our nation, and for our readers. In short, we’re not gonna stop fucking our way to the top, and if that means we have to fuck everyone on this goddamn Earth, then so be it.

God Bless,

Tejomay and Simona
Harvard Researchers Invent Urinal You Can Poop In

By Conley Jones, years of research down the toilet

An interdisciplinary team of Harvard scientists is celebrating today after successfully building the first urinal you can poop in. The research team brought together top faculty from Harvard’s Mechanical Engineering, Cognitive Science, and Anthropology departments to solve what is widely understood as one of the most pressing issues of the 21st century.

The urinal consists of a white porcelain base filled with water, which the user sits upon while defecating. After the bowel movement is complete, the user presses an ingenious, built-in lever to evacuate the bowl. The rear of the urinal resembles a seat backing, and consists of an innovative apparatus for storing water between evacuations. It can be easily mounted to the floor just like a regular urinal, except you can poop in it. According to the team, the current model cannot handle urine—only poop—but the team hopes to address this issue in subsequent models.

In Other News:

- SUPERB Member Loses Beanie
  Page A14

- Local Woman with Soap Addiction Finally Gets Clean
  Page B9

- Obama Declares Net Should Remain “Chaotic-Neutral”
  Page C3

- Neighborhood Cat Sees Right Through Your Bullshit
  Page A6
Brad White, a member of a fraternity on campus, had to leave a university-mandated sexual assault awareness workshop early to pick up alcohol for the party his frat was hosting later that night.

“I was having a really enlightening time at the workshop,” White told Squelch reporters on his way out of the building. “Unfortunately, BevMo closes at 8:00, and I need fifteen handles of Vitali, ten boxes of Franzia, eleven jugs of Rossi, and five thirty-racks of Natty Lite.”

The workshop, hosted by the police department and held in the White’s fraternity house, stressed the ideals of positive consent and made clear that strict punishments, up to and including a suspension from the Pan-Hellenic Council, would be handed down in case of any misconduct at the parties. The officer giving the talk ended, however, by reminding all the young men to “have a great time.”

“I’m really excited for the party tonight,” White added as he walked from the workshop to his car. “It’s already our third [party] of the semester, and we’re upping the ratio to make sure we’ll have enough girls to keep things interesting.”

Meanwhile, at a nearby co-op, the social manager had to leave her house’s consent workshop early to pick up molly for the Sex Dungeon Day Rave planned for the next day.

Kyle Brenner, age 4, broke the mold during art-time in Mrs. Paysley’s kindergarten class today by announcing his dream of becoming the Vice President of the United States. A finger painting depicting a little man in a suit, standing behind a larger, presumably more important man in a suit, signaled his intention of being a heartbeat away from the most powerful position in the country. “I wanna be vice president when I grow up!” he smiled, pointing to the barely noticeable spectator in his drawing.

Kyle unveiled more pictures – one in which he is nodding and clapping politely while the president gives an important speech, and others in which he is cutting ceremonial ribbons in states that aren’t being contested. “Never in all my years of teaching have I encountered a student who is more vice-presidential,” said Mrs. Paysley. “Kyle truly has the makings of a Schuyler Colfax, or even an Elbridge Gerry.” Records show that Kyle consistently makes the second-best noodle necklace, and even serves as line-leader when the regular line-leader gets bored or sleepy. “Sometimes you get these kids who are too inspired, who garner an excessive amount of respect from their peers,” said Mr. Allen, the school principal, “but Kyle has the sort of almost-charisma that you’re looking for in a vice president.” Mrs. Paysley concurred, “Sometimes you see a kid, and you just know he’s destined for power-adjacency.”

On the heels of the new tuition increase just passed, the Regents of the University of California have announced that they will offer a new financing option: an organ drive. Starting in 2015, all nine undergraduate UC campuses will open booths where students can deposit their organs in exchange for cash. Students stand to earn a significant amount of money, according to UC President Janet Napolitano. “On the street, a healthy liver can go for $400. We’re offering our students 35% above black market value, so it’s really a win-win for all involved.”

In response to the ethical and health concerns of organ donation for money, the Berkeley campus has decided to collaborate with University Health Services’ Tang Center. Students who choose the “Dr. Oski Value Plan” will receive ASUC Student Store credit in exchange for forgoing anesthesia and allowing a pre-med student to perform the operation.

The announcement has garnered mixed reviews from students. One UC Riverside sophomore commented, “I mean, I guess I don’t really need both kidneys. Or a spleen. What even is a spleen?” A junior at UC Berkeley added, “Bruh, I had so many Jägerbombs last night, they can just take my liver now. It won’t last long anyway.”
Well darn, it looks like we just missed this year’s elections! We know that without the guiding political rhetoric of The Heuristic Squelch, you were all left clueless sheep in the voting booth. To avoid leaving you in the dark again, here are our predictions for what propositions 2016 will hold in store, and our early stance on them.

### Proposition 12
**Siskiyou, Humboldt, Shasta, and Nine Other Counties Would Secede From California and Become the Great State of Jefferson.**

**Pros**
- Would no longer have to deal with these assholes.
- Finally recognizes Thomas Jefferson’s important role in Northern California.

**Cons**
- Will precipitate the disintegration of California’s mighty empire.
- Would impede access to the alien gods residing in Mt. Shasta.
- It’s fucking stupid.

**Our Take**
Only if they take Orange County too.

### Proposition 33
**Would Legalize Marijuana.**

**Pros**
- Do you need us to spell it out for you?

**Cons**
- It’ll look like we’re just doing it to copy the cool states.
- Would create stereotype that Californians enjoy marijuana.

**Our Take**
#blazeit420

### Proposition 40
**Would Introduce a Second Sacramento River into Southern California.**

**Pros**
- More fresh water for everyone.
- End to the drought.
- Southern California can stop stealing Northern California’s water.

**Cons**
- Going to need to steal another state’s river; expensive.
- Hard to find a reliable river vendor.
- Everyone has to start digging ASAP.

**Our Take**
It has been our position for years that there are not enough Sacramento Rivers in this state.

### Proposition 28
**Would Legalize Marriage Between Corporations.**

**Pros**
- Corporations deserve love like any other personhood.
- Now corporations can get health benefits, unlike their workers.

**Cons**
- Might take advantage of tax breaks.
- Slippery slope.

**Our Take**
We don’t believe in government-sanctioned heteronormative corporate mergers.

### Proposition 16
**The State of California Collectively Informs President Obama That We Do Not Agree With That One Thing He Did During His Two Terms.**

**Pros**
- Was it drones? Or ISIS? We don’t know, but we don’t like it.
- Inconsequential.

**Cons**
- He might get mad.
- Inconsequential.

**Our Take**
Not our president.
Dear Colleagues,

I'm pleased to announce the immediate availability of our new and improved Wi-Fi offering, AirBears3. Brought to you by America Online, AirBears3 is a back to basics, streamlined campus network that will effectively keep costs down in these difficult financial times. As we transition to this new network, we know you may have some questions.

How does it work?

All students are currently being sent one (1) AOL Online Startup Disc and one (1) telephone cord. If your computer does not have both a CD-ROM drive and telephone modem, AirBears3 will not work. You will not have internet.

All classrooms are being fitted with multiple telephone outlets based on classroom capacity. We expect all outlets to be installed by December 2019. To connect your computer to the outlet, you must bring your own telephone cord.

How do I sign on?

Signing on is easy! You and a friend must each create an @aol.com e-mail address or AOL Instant Messenger screen name. AirBears3 will then send you two different access codes, both of which must be entered on two different computers simultaneously. You will know it is working if you hear a sound resembling an upset robotic dolphin. (Note: the volume cannot be turned down during this step). Please be patient: due to heavy volume it may take up to 5 minutes to establish a connection. If this does not work, please make another AOL account and try again. Please keep file transfers to less than 40-50 kb.

What's new?

Users can take advantage of AirBears3’s innovative Distraction-Free Mode, which limits the use of picture messaging, video streaming, animated GIFs, and most colors. (Note: this feature cannot be turned off)

Please visit AOL Keyword: Berkeley for a list of additional features.

Is this even Wi-Fi?

No.

Regards,
Larry Conrad, IT and Chief Information Officer - AOL Keyword: Larry

Please do not reply to this message -CJ

---

Top Ten We Bought a Zoo Movies
10. We Bought a Zoo Prequel: We Bought a House
9. We Bought a Zoo 2: Shit, We Still Have a Zoo
8. We Bought a Zoo and the Chamber of Secrets
7. We Bought a Zoo 3: We Bought Three More Zoos
6. We Bought a Zoo 4: We Have a Zoo Empire
5. We Bought a Zoo 5: We Didn’t Think Zoos Were So Expensive
4. We Bought a Zoo 6: This Isn’t Fun Anymore
3. We Bought a Zoo 7: Escape 2 Africa
2. We Bought a Zoo 8: Tokyo Drift
1. We Bought a Zoo 9: We Owe Bank of America Millions of Dollars

Top Ten Sluttiest Children’s Books
10. The Giving it Away on the First Date Tree
9. Goodnight Poon
8. Where the Girls Gone Wild Things Are
7. Green Eggs and Cum
6. Peter “Fucks Like a” Rabbit
5. Bi-curious George
4. Charlotte’s Wet
3. Horton Hears a Whore
2. Are You There God, It’s Me, Margaret, i think ur hot hmu
1. Clifford’s Big Red Cock

Top Ten Shittiest Bob Dylan Songs
10. A Hard Shit’s A-Gonna Fall
9. Ballad of a Thin Log
8. It’s Alright Ma (I’m Only Poopin’)
7. Gates of Feces
6. Knockin’ On the Bathroom Door
5. Mr. Diarrhea Man
4. Forever Dung
3. Constipation Row
2. Lily, Rosemary, and the Jack of Sharts
1. Tangled Up in Poo

---
Ken Robinson
*How Schools Kill Creativity*

Sir Ken Robinson provides an entertaining and profoundly moving case for creating an education system that nurtures (rather than undermines) creativity, then starts rubbing his penis vigorously and inexplicably.

Jacqueline Novogratz
*Drip Irrigation*

With many parts of the world perpetually stuck in drought, farmers are left with a difficult decision to make – to save water for drinking, or to use it for crops. In this incisive lecture, Novogratz discusses a novel case study where drip irrigation is implemented in the fertile crescent. Jacqueline covers the successes, the pitfalls, and reminds us to not neglect what is dripping in her fertile crescent.

Al Gore
*Building Stronger, Girtier, More Turgid Support for Renewable Energy*

Exhibiting the same humor and passion with which he touched himself during *An Inconvenient Truth*, Al Gore spells out fifteen ways individuals can affect systematic change in this country’s energy infrastructure whilst showering us with his Nobel-prize-winning seed.

Andrea Ghez
*The Hunt For A Supermassive Black Hole*

After decades of experience studying cosmic phenomena, Andrea Ghez shares evidence of the uncanny similarities between supermassive black holes and a very big vajayjay. Using data from the Keck telescopes and personal demonstration, Ghez takes us on a journey through the event horizon into an infinite cosmic well of never-ending poon.

Cornell McGee
*Me Masturbating*

In this ground-breaking, deconstructionist presentation, Dr. Cornell McGee avoids the use of spoken word and communicates his thesis entirely through manual stroking of his penis. He masturbates for twenty-six minutes. The conclusion may surprise you! But probably not.
After a decade of scientific research and a few lawsuits, Mountain Dew is proud to introduce Mountain Dew: Code White, the tastiest alternative to contraception since swallowing!

According to the State of New Jersey, Mountain Dew: Code White is a “serious sperm suppressant” and “may cause infertility, or cancer.” In the landmark decision of The People v. Mountain Dew, it was proven that the average man lost 95% of his sperm and 1 in 7 women experienced “ovary implosion.” You probably think that we’re only telling you this because we’re required to by law (we are), but we here at Mountain Dew have a little saying: when life gives you “total germ cell apoptosis,” make lemon-flavored Mountain Dew!

DOUBLE THE SIZE OF YOUR CLIT IN TWO WEEKS!

Tired of walking around with a tiny clit? Make that microclit a thing of the past! This woman found ONE WEIRD TRICK to make it expand LIKE A BALLOON

Get the respect you DESERVE!!!

Send money to:
P.O. Box 9625
Berkeley, CA 94704
NOW

DOCTORS HATE HER!
A SELECTION OF
Classes Offered Next Spring
FROM THE UC BERKELEY 2015 COURSE CATALOG

PHYSICS
PHYSICS C70P: Physics for Former Presidents
Designed specifically for returning presidents, this course takes a retrospective look at physics-related concepts that past administrations have struggled with. Topics include greenhouse gases, the structural integrity of buildings in Kosovo, and how to pronounce the word “nuclear.” Members of Congress are also encouraged to register.

ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTHRO 42AC: Introduction to Myths and Folklore
This course will discuss prominent American folklore such as Bigfoot, Paul Bunyan, and the G-spot.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM
UGBA 110: Synergy
UGBA 15: Flyering
This is an introductory course in the practice of recruiting new members, asking people if they are interested in biotech, and shoving paper in people’s faces. Modules include selling In-N-Out and wearing suits on Sproul.
UGBA 122: How to Live with Yourself

LINGUISTICS
LINGUIS 121: Why Won’t Anybody Talk to Me?
This course examines your syntax and phonological inventory to understand why you have failed to sustain meaningful interpersonal relationships. The final examination will test morphosyntactic choices and idiomatic semantics by making students to sustain meaningful conversation with a stranger at Pappy’s for more than four minutes.

SOCIOLOGY
SOCIO 280A: Recouping Your Student Loans Through Petty Theft
This is an impacted graduate seminar which includes substantial field work.
SOCIO 280B: Recouping Your Student Loans Through Armed Robbery (pre-req SOCIO 280A)
Students will learn how to successfully plan and execute a heist by the end of the semester. Topics include scoping out a spot, destroying surveillance cameras, and hitting the mark.

GEOGRAPHY
GEOG 136: Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego?
We’re counting on you, Gumshoe, to travel the world, encounter exotic sights and sounds, and track down international super-thief Carmen Sandiego! Class entry code and CD key required.
**COMPUTER SCIENCE**

*CS 112: Levels 1-9 of Diablo II*

---

**MATHEMATICS**

*MATH 140: Bringing a Calculator Places*

Most high school and early college level math problems can be already be solved by simply inputting the numbers into a calculator. In this class, we'll learn how to purchase a calculator, place it in your pockets, and bring it with you when you need to solve math problems. This course can be used to receive credit for all other lower division math courses.

*MATH 210: Advanced Counting*

This is a graduate course that will survey techniques at the forefront of counting. Students will be shown how to use other body parts to count, how digits can be appended to the end of numbers to create even larger numbers, and even how to count to the highest number. The final will consist of counting the number of apples in a bag.

---

**RELIGIOUS STUDIES**

*RELIGST 30: Not Religious, Just Spiritual*

This class will have a rotating lecturer. Speakers include: your yoga teacher, those people outside of Café Med, and someone who has been in PACS 94 for at least two weeks. Students will be required to participate in a juice cleanse, drop acid, and misappropriate someone else’s religion in their quest to spirituality.

---

**PSYCHOLOGY**

*PSYCH 97: And How Does That Make You Feel?*

This course introduces students to key concepts of psychiatry. Students will learn about emotional recognition, filling out Prozac prescriptions, and how to say “hmm” with convincing sincerity.

---

**PHILOSOPHY**

*PHILOS 21: YOLO*

---

**LEGAL STUDIES**

*LEGALST 146: Criminal Justice*

This course introduces classical scholarly frameworks for thinking about crime. Students will learn to examine the scope and nature of criminal activity in the United States, the Court of Appeals, and how to deal with loose cannons. Students will have to clean up their act and forget what happened back in Boston because I don’t respect your methods, Jenkins, but goddammit I respect you. There will be a take-home final that was due on my desk yesterday. At the end of the course, students will be required to turn in their badge and their gun.

*LEGALST 158: Who is Above the Law*

---

**MOLECULAR AND CELL BIOLOGY**

*MCB 121: Eugenics, Eunomics, and Cell Purity*

---

**ENGLISH**

*English 175A: Pretending You’ve Read These Books*

Students will learn how to nod and narrow their eyes in a critical, knowledgeable way in order to ultimately convince a partner they have read and analyzed a book better than their counterparts ever will. To be taken in sequence with English 175B: Convincing People Your English Major Was Worthwhile.
The Heuristic Squelch has been going strong for the last 25 years but needs a constant supply of new flesh to fuel it for another 25. Come sacrifice your mind, body, and general health for the sake of this fine publication.

We’re looking for:
- Writers
- Artists
- InDesigners
- Photoshoppers
- Artists
- Piss Lords
- Jodie Foster
- Jodie Foster impersonators
- Hangers-on

Friend us on Facebook, follow us on Twitter @squelched, or email us at feedback@squelched.com.

Advertise with us!
Looking for a good way to advertise your business, event, or what-have-you? Why not try UC Berkeley’s widest-read magazine, which believe it or not, is us. With over 10,000 readers and free ad design, it’s the perfect way to reach your customers without breaking the bank.

Email feedback@squelched.com for more information.

submissions
Want to subscribe to the Squelch? You can fill out and mail in the following form, or just visit our web site: www.squelched.com/sub.com

Every subscription comes with a bonus set of six classic issues.

□ Why wouldn’t I want to laugh for $15 per year?
□ Because I want to laugh for 2 years for $25!!!!

Name
Address

Street
City/State/ZIP

Phone number

Email

include check or money order and mail to: The Heuristic Squelch Subscriptions P.O.Box 4788 Berkeley, CA 94704
**Cell Cultures**

Day 1 - Deposited frozen stock SB069 into 3 mL LB, incubated overnight, 37°C

Day 2 - Spread on agar plates, incubated overnight, 37°C

Day 3 - 2 plates have several small colonies
  - In plate 1, 2 colonies have orange glow
  - Strange, I used green fluorescent protein
  - Transferred the 2 colonies to separate agar plates, incubated overnight, 37°C

Day 4 - All of the colonies are now glowing orange, emanating heat
  - Put plate under microscope, bacteria seem to be... holding torches??
  - Notified Principal Investigator via email

Day 5 - No response to email yet
  - Observed plates under microscope again, both sets of colonies appear to be surrounded by stone structures

Day 6 - Went to PI's office at 10 am, sticky-note on door said he was out to lunch
  - Looked at colonies under microscope, they've irrigated the agar plate and are harvesting glucose
  - Some colonies have erected temples and are genuflecting before statues of my pipette

Day 7 - Cultures have developed a written language
  - They are keeping records of harvests, writing psalms about my pipette
  - I hear a very high-pitched orchestra. The timpani player is killer.
  - PI's office locked all day

Day 8 - The colonies on the left side of the plate have made contact with those on the right!
  - They're exchanging textiles and DNA plasmids
  - Left a voice-mail on PI's phone, does anyone listen to those?

Day 9 - Some cells are in rags, some are wearing elaborate jewelry, all clearly suffering from ennui
  - Colony 1 is colonizing colony 2

Day 10 - Bacteria have developed high-pitched grunge music. Look likes any one of these cells can pick up an instrument and make it big in this plate.
  - Colony 2 is now independent, but colony 1 is still appropriating its culture
  - Still no word from PI

Day 11 - E. Coli Gore has developed the internet, cells are tweeting incessantly
  - The colonies have united into plate-wide government
  - They've become aware of extraplate life (i.e. me), preparing to launch rocket ship
  - Went to PI's house, turns out he's been in Greece for the past two weeks

Day 12 - Shit, I got so wasted last night, I accidentally incubated the plates at 47°C and killed all the cultures. My PI's going to be so pissed if he ever reads my emails. I hope I can still get my units.

-SN & SB
Student-to-Student Peer Counseling

Going through a difficult time?
Wish you could talk to someone without fear of judgement?
Student-to-Student Peer Counseling is here to support you!

Who are we? A group of caring and empathetic peer counselors who provide a free mental health based counseling service to UC Berkeley students – both face-to-face and via phone-in. We promise to create a supportive and confidential atmosphere to discuss anything on your mind.

How to reach us:
- Drop-in counseling: Monday-Friday, 10am-5pm in Hearst 2B.
- Email for an appointment: sspcemail@gmail.com
- Phone-in: (510) 642-9021
- More information at sspc.berkeley.edu

Challah For Hunger

We are a group of students who get together to bake traditional Jewish bread and donate the proceeds to charitable causes.

All of our proceeds are split between the SF Food Bank, Urban Adamah, and Doctors Without Borders.

We sell challah every Thursday night at 8 PM in Hillel and Friday on Sproul from 10:00 AM to 1:00 PM.

Braidings are every Thursday at 7 in Hillel, located at 2736 Bancroft Way. All students are welcome!
Did you know you are going to die? It’s true! Fortunately for you, many studies have concluded that regular exercise can add valuable years to your life. So what are you waiting for? Get out there and get active now!

**Gym**

*What is it:* A room full of heavy blocks of metal that people spend hours picking up and putting down so they can tweet about it. Also, you have to pay for it.

*Who is it for:* People who don’t perform manual labor for a living, people who like Twitter.

*Words of caution:* Excessive gym use may result in swollen body parts.

*Will it help me escape death:* No.

**Yoga**

*What is it:* Yoga is an ancient Indian discipline that was introduced to Americans in 1621 by Edward Winslow, a settlers Pilgrim who traded eight husks of corn for lessons from the indigenous Indian population.

*Who is it for:* People with top-notch chakras, asses that look good in yoga pants.

*Words of caution:* Practicing yoga may place you in an inescapable cycle of rebirth and death.

*Will it help me escape death:* Sort of (see above).

**Sports**

*What is it:* The most nihilistic of all exercises, sports are a competition to see who can waste the most amount of energy in the shortest amount of time.

*Who is it for:* Those who, after realizing that we are on an inevitable march towards the heat death of the universe, have understood that life is itself nothing but a game.

*Words of caution:* You may win the game, but everyone loses in the end.

*Will it help me escape death:* Fuck no.

**Jogging**

*What is it:* A byproduct of the tumultuous ’60s, jogging is a dangerous, experimental exercise technique that should only be used with extreme caution.

*Who is it for:* People who don’t care about their knees, people going nowhere fast.

*Words of caution:* Jogging is a well-known gateway exercise that can lead to more dangerous activities like stretching or going for a walk after dinner.

*Will it help me escape death:* Many have turned to jogging for this very reason and jogging has led to an early death for all of them. Don’t take such a foolish risk. Your life is not worth it.

-TG

---

**Top Ten Most Dangerous Drinks**

10. Ricin Milk
9. LemonAIDS
8. Shirley Tempest
7. Irish Car Bomb
6. Arnold Napalmer
5. Diet Cocaine
4. OJ
3. ISIS tea
2. Jackhammer Daniels
1. DKE’s Jungle Juice

---

**Top Ten Reasons Why I Smoke**

10. My doctor said I have to spend more time outside
9. I have too much money
8. It feels really good to get what you want 20 times a day
7. My teeth don’t have enough character
6. The longer I’m alive, the more Christopher Nolan movies I have to hear about
5. I need a way to avoid talking after sex
4. I don’t know what to do with my hands
3. I have to use up all these lighters
2. UC said I couldn’t
1. We’re all going to die anyway

---

**Top Ten Signs You Have Ebola**

10. Sometimes you feel like you’re going to sneeze but then you don’t
9. You walk into a room and forget what you wanted to do
8. Your thigh itches
7. You have a little floaty speck in your eye
6. You try to walk around someone and you both go the same direction
5. Your arm keeps falling asleep
4. Your middle name starts with an “E”
3. Sometimes you feel bad for no reason
2. You look in the tissue after you’ve blown your nose and it looks kinda red
1. You’ve been watching CNN

---

Did you know you are going to die? It’s true! Fortunately for you, many studies have concluded that regular exercise can add valuable years to your life. So what are you waiting for? Get out there and get active now!
FADE IN:
AIRPLANE CABIN - MORNING

We see an ELDERLY COUPLE settling into their seats. They seem DISTRAUGHT.

MRS. MCCALLISTER [anxiously]
Are you sure you turned the gas off? What about the newspaper? Did you bring your black pants?

MR. MCCALLISTER
Yes, Kate. Look, I know you’re anxious about leaving Macaulay, but he’s not your little baby boy anymore; he’s 38. And Lord knows we’re not getting any younger. It’s time for him to grow up and move out.

MRS. MCCALLISTER [tearing up]
I know, but leaving him behind for the holidays and sending in Dr. Howard seems so drastic!

MR. MCCALLISTER
We don’t have a choice, he needs this intervention.

INT. MCCALLISTER HOUSE - MORNING

We see a CHILD’S ROOM filled with a smattering of SOCCER TROPHIES, NSYNC POSTERS, and POWER RANGERS ACTION FIGURES. A 38 YEAR OLD, BALDING MAN is climbing out of bed.

MACAULAY [groggily]
Mom!!

MACAULAY doesn’t get a response, so he goes downstairs. We see him in the KITCHEN, pouring a mixture of VODKA and CAPRI SUN.

MACAULAY (CONT’D)
Mom, I’m hungry! I need breakfast right now, or I’m gonna be late for my acting audition!

MACAULAY’S PHONE rings. He picks up; it’s MRS. MCCALLISTER.

MACAULAY [on the phone]
Mom, where are you? I need pancakes, I’m starving!

MRS. MCCALLISTER
Honey, your father and I have gone away for a few days. Dr. Howard is coming over in an hour to talk to you. He’s the best therapist in town and he’s going to help you get back on your feet.

Macaulay’s eyes WIDEN and he DROPS the phone. His hands clasp both sides of his face and he opens his mouth to YELL in TERROR.

Macaulay then springs to ACTION. He rushes upstairs and opens his CLOSET. An avalanche of BROOMS, MARBLES, PAINT CANS, and FEATHERS comes CRASHING down. He grins MISCHIEVOUSLY.

MONTAGE

MACAULAY begins to FRANTICALLY assemble and place TRAPS made from HOUSEHOLD ITEMS. We see a large can of dish soap placed precariously on top of a slightly ajar door, a hot iron tied to a broom, buckets of rusty razor blades, a pot of boiling oil on a catapult, yarn trip wires attached to a model train set attached to a canister of chlorine gas, and a crossbow made of tuna cans and Legos.

EXT. MCCALLISTER HOUSE - AFTERNOON

DR. HOWARD knocks on the DOOR.

DR. HOWARD
Macaulay? Are you there? It’s Dr. Howard! There is no answer. DR. HOWARD tries the doorknob and realizes it is UNLOCKED. The moment he opens the door he is BLINDED by a WAVE of SLIME.

DR. HOWARD
This isn’t funny, Macaulay! You really need help!

DR. HOWARD STUMBLES forward and is met with a BLOWTORCH to the FACE.

DR. HOWARD [in excruciating pain]
JESUS CHRIST! YOU’RE A PSYCHOPATH!

DR. HOWARD SHRIEKS and WRITHES in AGONY. He falls backward, only to trip on hundreds of GLASS MARBLES. On his way down, he HITS his head against a BANISTER, DYING INSTANTLY. His fall triggers a CEILING FAN, which drops HOT TAR and FEATHERS onto his lifeless body.

MACAULAY peeks out from behind the sofa. He cautiously approaches DR. HOWARD. Just then, he hears a KNOCK on the window. It’s his off-putting OLD NEIGHBOR who reveals his heart of gold by helping Macaulay bury the doctor’s SLIMED, BRUISED, BURNT, TARRED and FEATHERED body.

CREDITS -TG & SB
Most of our readers have heard of psychologist Abraham Maslow’s famous “Hierarchy of Needs,” but few people know that he had begun work on an addendum. Here is the progress he had made before his untimely death.
“There's a time when the price of leeches becomes so odious, makes you so sick at heart, that you can't take part! You can't even passively take part! And you've got to put the leeches upon your faces, and upon your chest, upon the arms, upon all the limbs, you've got to make them leech! And you've got to indicate to the leeches sucking on your face, to the leeches sucking on your legs, that unless they're freely distributed, they'll never leech any blood from us at all!”

—Mario Savio

Here at the University of California, Berkeley we're proud to commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the Free Leech Movement. As a champion of the annelid, Mario Savio's tireless efforts to make bloodsucking oligochaetes freely available to all Berkeley students sparked a revolution across the nation, and was greatly appreciated by UC administration. Leeches are now proudly sold at the Free Leech Movement Café.
Meet everyone’s favorite family member: Your Dad!

Recreate meaningful childhood memories, like:

That time he forgot about your peanut allergy and didn’t really seem to care!
That time he neglected to give you any emotional support for your entire childhood!
That time he got really mad on vacation!

YourFamily™
YourDad™

$9.99

Accessories Include:
- Disciplinary Belt
- Marlboro Reds
- Whiskey
- Eagles “Their Greatest Hits (1971-1975)” LP

Push My Button To Hear Me Talk!

“Where do you think you’re going dressed like that?”
“Ask your mother”
“We don’t have that kind of money”
“Your mother and I sacrificed a lot for you”
“I can’t live like this, Linda”
“Has anyone seen the dog?”

Mistress sold separately